Abstract. We describe and test an adaptive algorithm for evolution problems that employs a sequence of "blocks" consisting of fixed, though non-uniform, space meshes. This approach offers the advantages of adaptive mesh refinement but with reduced overhead costs associated with load balancing, re-meshing, matrix reassembly, and the solution of adjoint problems used to estimate discretization error and the effects of mesh changes. A major issue with a block-adaptive approach is determining block discretizations from coarse scale solution information that achieve the desired accuracy. We describe several strategies to achieve this goal using adjoint-based a posteriori error estimates and we demonstrate the behavior of the proposed algorithms as well as several technical issues in a set of examples.
the desired accuracy and efficiency. We describe several strategies to achieve this goal using adjoint-based a posteriori error estimates.
To focus the discussion, we consider a reaction-diffusion equation for the solution u on an interval [ where Ω is a convex polygonal domain in R d with boundary ∂Ω,u denotes the partial derivative of u with respect to time, and there is a constant > 0 such that (x, t) ≥ , x ∈ Ω, t > 0.
We also assume that and f have smooth second derivatives. The algorithms in this paper generalize to problems with different boundary conditions, convection, nonlinear diffusion coefficients, as well as systems, see [17, 15] .
In terms of adaptive mesh refinement, the interesting situation is a solution of (1.1) that exhibits "regionalized" behavior in space and time. Considerations of efficiency suggests that time steps and space meshes should be locally refined to match the regional behavior, see the plot on the left in Fig. 1 .1. Classic adaptive mesh refinement can be described as a constrained optimization problem, e.g., determine a discretization using the fewest degrees of freedom that yields a solution satisfying a given error criterion. In general, it is impossible to determine a closed-form solution of this optimization problem. An adaptive algorithm is an iterative procedure for determining a nearly optimal solution. We present a generic adaptive algorithm in Algorithm 1.1. An adaptive computation is generally started with an initial coarse mesh. The adaptive algorithm is then applied "real-time" as the integration proceeds so as to generate a new space mesh for each new time step, where the new space mesh is based on (or adapted from) the mesh for the current time step. In practice, the remeshing may be applied on intervals of a small number of steps.
While adaptive mesh refinement is appealing on an intuitional level, there are serious issues facing its use for evolution problems including the following.
Algorithm 1.1 Generic Adaptive Algorithm for an Evolution Problem
1: Choose an initial coarse mesh and time step 2: while the final time has not been reached do
3:
Compute a numerical solution using the current time step and space mesh 4: Estimate the error of the computed solution 5: while the error estimate is too large do
6:
Estimate local error contributions and adapt in space 7: Estimate local error contributions and adapt in time 8: Compute a numerical solution using the new time step and space mesh 9: Estimate the error of the computed solution 10: end while
11:
Increment time by the accepted time step 12: end while 1. Accuracy Each spatial mesh change requires a projection of the numerical solution onto the new mesh, and this can affect accuracy. In fact, this can destroy convergence altogether, see [8] . 2. Overhead Costs Changing the spatial discretization requires generating a new mesh and reassembly of matrices. Significant mesh changes require a redistribution of unknowns among the processors to achieve load balancing. All of these tasks are computationally intensive. 3. Coarsening Un-refinement or coarsening of a mesh involves loss of information about a numerical solution that cannot be recovered. Currently, there is no theory for coarsening that guarantees that there is no loss of accuracy.
Global Error Estimation
Efficient adaptive mesh refinement requires accurate error estimates of the true, global error, but cancelation of errors over both space and time makes choosing adapted meshes problematic. Using a fixed spatial mesh eliminates the first three issues. But, the scale required of the mesh is determined by the finest scale required in any region where discretization impacts global accuracy, see Fig. 1 .1. This necessarily increases computational time and solver costs and memory limits may make it impossible to use the necessary uniform mesh.
In this paper, we propose a "blockwise" adaptive algorithm that employs nonuniform meshes that remain fixed for discrete period of times, or "blocks", see Fig. 1.2 . With the proper implementation, this strategy addresses the following key issues.
1. Accuracy The projections onto new meshes occur at a relatively small set of discrete times. We use a posteriori error estimates to predict the effect of the projections and choose overlaps in the meshes to reduce the error induced by the mesh changes. 2. Overhead Costs Re-meshing, assembly, and load balancing are required only at the discrete times demarcating blocks. 3. Coarsening There is no coarsening of a given mesh in the indicated strategy.
Mesh changes are handled purely as projections between different meshes. The idea of re-meshing only after a fixed number of steps is by no means new. However, this strategy depends critically upon choosing suitable block discretizations, and thus, ultimately, on accurately predicting the behavior of the solution. The choice of block discretizations is a difficult issue that requires balancing the inefficiency of using a fixed spatial mesh inside each block against the gain in accuracy achieved by limiting projections between different meshes and the decrease in computational cost due to limiting the number of times at which re-meshing, re-assembly, and load balancing is required. This is partly a computer science problem of distributing available resources, e.g., memory and compute cycles, efficiently, and partly a numerical analysis problem, e.g., determining meshes for each block and projections between blocks.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of determining blocks, e.g., the length of times for each block, the meshes for each block that maintain accuracy in the desired information, and suitable overlap meshes for transitions between blocks from the coarse-scale adjoint solutions. The solutions of these problems require accurate estimates of the error in a specific quantity of interest. We use a computable a posteriori error estimate that yields robustly accurate estimates of the error in a specified quantity of interest in terms of a sum of space-time element contributions, see [9, 10, 17, 15, 3, 20] . The a posteriori error estimates are based on duality, adjoint problems, and variational analysis. Accurate error estimates are obtained by numerically solving the linear adjoint problem related to the desired quantity of interest.
Solving adjoint problems offers computational challenges such as the need to store the forward solution in order to form the adjoint problem and the cost of the adjoint solve. Our approach is to perform the adjoint solves using relatively coarse scale discretizations and using a coarse scale representation of the forward solution to form the adjoint problem, which reduces the memory overhead and the cost of the adjoint solve. This approach is motivated by the following observations.
1. Adjoint problems are linear and often present fewer numerical difficulties than the associated forward problems. 2. Solutions of adjoint problems tend to vary slowly on the scale of the discretization, whereas residuals of forward solutions tend to oscillate on the scale of the discretization 3. The accuracy required of the adjoint solution, which is being used only for error estimation, is orders of magnitude less than generally desired for the forward solution. An enormous literature on adaptive methods for differential equations has devel-oped over nearly six decades of activity and the major developments form a highly inter-connected web. We do not attempt to review the history of adaptive methods or to present a comprehensive list of references. Instead, we provide only a short list of references that either contain further references and/or address computational issues related to adaptive mesh refinement for evolution problems [8, 7, 5, 4, 18, 22, 9, 10, 17, 19, 15, 3, 1, 23, 24, 20, 2, 14] . This paper considers adaptive mesh refinement from a different point of view than much of the existing literature. Namely, we are concerned with trying to understand how to adapt discretizations based on under-resolved solutions on relatively coarse discretizations in order to obtain particular information, as opposed to analyzing adaptive mesh algorithms in the asymptotic limit of mesh refinement. This point of view is important for many large scale applications, for which such conditions are generic. In §2 we review the standard a posteriori error analysis and modify this for a block adaptive strategy. We review adaptive error control in §3 and introduce new features necessary for block adaptivity and several block adaptive strategies. Oneand three-dimensional illustrative computational examples are provided in §4 and we draw conclusions in §5.
2. Discretization and error estimation. We begin by reviewing discretization and a posteriori error estimation for evolution problems and then describe the block-wise discretization and present the corresponding error estimate.
2.1. Discretization. We formulate the discretization as a space-time finite element method because that is convenient for deriving a posteriori error estimates based on variational analysis. However, we emphasize that the estimates can be extended to a wide range of discretizations, e.g. finite difference and finite volume methods, which can be written as equivalent finite element methods.
We describe two finite element space-time discretizations of (1.1) called the continuous and discontinuous Galerkin methods, see [11, 13, 12, 10, 17, 15] . We partition [0, T ] as 0 = t 0 < t 1 < t 2 < · · · < t n < · · · < t N = T , denoting each time interval by I n = (t n−1 , t n ] and time step by k n = t n − t n−1 and we construct a discretization T of Ω such that the union of the elements in T is Ω while the intersection of any two elements is either a common edge, node, or is empty. We assume that the smallest angle of any element is bounded below by a fixed constant. To measure the size of the elements of T , we use a piecewise constant function h, the so-called mesh function, defined so h| = diam( ) for ∈ T . Similarly, we use k to denote the piecewise constant function that is k n on I n .
The approximations are polynomials in time and piecewise polynomials in space on each space-time "slab" S n = Ω × I n . In space, we let V ⊂ H 1 0 (Ω) denote the space of piecewise linear continuous functions defined on T , where each function is zero on ∂Ω. Then on each slab, we define
Finally, we let W q denote the space of functions defined on the space-time domain Ω × [0, T ] such that v| Sn ∈ W q n for n ≥ 1. Note that functions in W q may be discontinuous across the discrete time levels and we denote the jump across t n by [w] 
We use a projection operator into V , P v ∈ V , e.g. the L 2 projection satisfying (P v, w) = (v, w) for all w ∈ V , where (·, ·) denotes the L 2 (Ω) inner product. We use the for the L 2 norm. We also use a projection operator into the piecewise polynomial functions in time, denoted by π n : L 2 (I n ) → P q (I n ), where P q (I n ) is the space of polynomials of degree q or less defined on I n . The global projection operator π is defined by setting π = π n on S n . Definition 2.1.
We also use a related method for solving the adjoint problem:
2) Note that U is continuous across time nodes when the space mesh is fixed.
With appropriate use of quadrature to evaluate the integrals in the variational formulation, these Galerkin methods yield standard difference schemes. If the lumped mass quadrature is used in space, then the discrete system yielding the dG(0) approximation is the same as the system obtained for the nodal values of the "backward Euler in time"-"second order centered difference scheme in space" finite difference scheme. Likewise, the cG(1) method is related to the Crank-Nicolson scheme, and the dG(1) method is related to the third order sub-diagonal Padé difference scheme. Under general assumptions, the cG(q) and dG(q) have order of accuracy q + 1 in time at any point and a superconvergence order of 2q + 1 and 2q respectively at time nodes.
An a posteriori error estimate.
We begin by defining a suitable adjoint problem for error analysis. A more detailed description is given in [15] . The adjoint problem is a parabolic problem with coefficients obtained by linearization around an average of the true and approximate solutions.
The regularity of u and U typically imply thatf is piecewise continuous with respect to t and a continuous, H 1 function in space. Written out pointwise for convenience, the adjoint problem to (1.1) for the generalized Green's function associated to the data ψ, which determines the quantity of interest,
This choice for the adjoint yields the following error representation formula for the dG method.
The initial error is e − (0) = (I − P )u 0 . In practice, we compute a numerical solution of the linear adjoint problem obtained from (2.4) by replacing u with the computed approximate solution U in the definition off and solve using a higher order method in space and time, see [15] . We denote the approximate adjoint solution by Φ. We focus on the dG method, while application to the cG method is analogous.
Corollary 2.4. The approximate a posteriori error estimate for the dG method is
2.3. Blockwise discretization. We describe the blockwise formulation of the discontinuous Galerkin method. We partition [0, T ] into time blocks 0
, we associate a discretization T b of Ω arranged so the union of the elements in T b is Ω while the intersection of any two elements is either a common edge, node, or is empty. We assume that the smallest angle of any element is bounded below by a fixed constant. To measure the size of the elements of T b , we use the mesh function h b .
The approximations are polynomials in time and piecewise polynomials in space on each space-time "slab" S b,n = Ω × I b,n . In space, we let V b ⊂ H 1 0 (Ω) denote the space of piecewise linear continuous functions defined on T b , where each function is zero on ∂Ω. Then on each slab, we define
Finally, we let W q denote the space of functions defined on the space-time domain 
To compute the dG approximation on the new block, we project the final value of the approximation from the previous block onto the new mesh. We use a projection operator P b v ∈ V b and a projection operator into the piecewise polynomial functions in time, denoted by π b,n :
Finally, we define global projections P and π which on each block are P b and π b respectively. Definition 2.5.
2.4. A blockwise a posteriori error estimate. Adapting the standard argument that yields (2.5), we obtain a blockwise a posteriori error estimate.
Theorem 2.6. Blockwise A Posteriori Error Estimate
The second term on the right measures the effects of changing meshes on the accuracy of the approximation. A similar "jump" term already appears in the estimate for the standard dG method at each time step. In this case of transitions between blocks, the "jump" arises because of mesh changes between blocks. Note that the adjoint weight does not involve the projection of Φ into the approximation space (i.e. Galerkin orthogonality). Instead, the contributions from the projections accumulate in the same way as an initial error. Our purpose is to use the a posteriori bounds AE x , AE t to choose block times {T b } and corresponding meshes T b and timesteps k b,i . An important issue is the effect of transferring solutions between the meshes of adjacent blocks on the accuracy of the computed information, and so we address the computation of a bound on the second term on the right in (2.8),
3. Adaptive error control. We start off by describing some standard approaches to adaptive error control and the relation to adaptive error control based on a posteriori error estimates. We then turn to the problem of choosing blocks for a block discretization and generating the corresponding spatial and temporal discretizations for each block.
3.1. Goal oriented adaptive error control. The aim of goal oriented adaptive error control is to generate a mesh with a nearly minimal number of elements such that for a given tolerance TOL and data ψ,
We note that (3.1) cannot be verified in practice because the error is unknown, so instead we use an estimate or a bound for the error in the quantity of interest. Different ways to generate an acceptable mesh vary by the estimate or bound used for the quantity of interest as well as the strategy for mesh refinement.
For example using the a posteriori estimate (2.6), the goal of adaptive error control is to determine a discretization so that a mesh acceptance criterion,
is satisfied. If (3.2) is not satisfied, then we refine the mesh in order to compute a new solution for which the criterion is met. Refinement decisions require identifying the contributions to the error from discretization on each element. We can write E(U ) as a sum over space-time elements,
where ( , ) denotes the L 2 inner product on element . This clearly identifies possible element contributions.
However, a major difficulty is that the error estimate generally involves a large amount of cancelation among the element contributions, which makes determining a truly efficient refinement strategy extremely difficult. Example 3.1. We consider a first order accurate numerical solution that has the element contributions shown in Fig. 3.1 .
The first time step has the largest contribution. The next three steps each contribute −0.033, so cancelation means that the total contribution from the first four steps is 0.001. Likewise, the next six steps contribute +0.003 in total. The last four steps contribute 0.08 in total. The total error is therefore
If we use a standard approach of refining only some fraction of the elements with the largest contributions, we are likely to refine the first four steps. For simplicity, we assume that the elements marked for refinement are divided into two time steps. The resulting integration will have accuracy
Note that the individual element contributions decrease at a second order rate. The problem is that even though the element contributions in the first four steps are individually large, there is significant cancelation and refinement in this region and refinement does not decrease the error significantly. On the other hand, if we refine the last four time steps instead, we obtain
While this is a non-standard approach, it decreases the error significantly.
In the adjoint-weight approach, the issue of cancelation of error is neglected in a sense by replacing the accurate error estimate E(U ) by an inaccurate upper bound,
where we define AE (U ; ψ) by summing bounds over each element. Definition 3.2. Element-wise upper bound on the total error
Thus, if (3.2) is not satisfied, the mesh is refined in order to achieve
The adaptive error control problem can now be profitably posed as a constrained minimization problem, namely to find a mesh with a minimal number of degrees of freedom on which the approximation satisfies the bound (3.4). Using the fact that the bound AE is a sum of positive terms and assuming the solution is asymptotically accurate, a calculus of variations argument yields the generic (see e.g. [9, 10, 3, 2] ).
Principle of Equidistribution
An approximate solution of the constrained optimization problem for an optimal mesh for an upper bound on the error is achieved when the elements contributions to the bound are approximately equal.
The Principle of Equidistribution has been used in various forms at least since the seventies (and probably earlier in industry). However, experience with a wide range of problems suggest that the bound AE (U ) is generically several orders of magnitude larger than the estimate E(U ). A strategy based on the Principle of Equidistribution that optimizes computational cost with respect to a error bound and not the actual error can therefore result in significant over-refinement.
In general, there are many solutions of the constrained minimization problem associated with (3.4). An adaptive mesh algorithm is a procedure for computing an acceptable solution. Traditionally, different approaches are used for spatial and temporal adaption. A global "compute-estimate-mark-adapt" algorithm (see for example 1.1) is typically used for spatial meshes. This is an iterative approach in which only some fraction of the elements on which the contribution to the error bound is largest are refined during each iteration and whole cycle is iterated until a prescribed tolerance is achieved. Temporal approaches to mesh adaption, e.g., local error control [21] , tend to use a "sweeping" strategy from initial to final time, where a solution is advanced past each time step only when the step contribution is estimated to be lower than an acceptable fraction of the total error. This may be viewed as a generally pessimistic way to achieve the Principle of Equidistribution because it removes positive effects of cancelation of error altogether. As a consequence of these differences, element contributions to the error estimate or bound typically vary in size quite considerably while contributions from different time intervals are more nearly equal.
We use a strategy that treats space and time discretizations more equitably. In the case of a parabolic problem, it is straightforward to distinguish the time and space contributions to the bound AE . We define the time and space bounds as follows.
Definition 3.3. Element-wise temporal and spatial error bounds
We see that the time bound is precisely the a posteriori bound for the dG approximation for the "method of lines" initial value problem resulting after discretization in space. The adjoint weight depends on the projection of the adjoint solution into the time finite element space. On the other hand, the adjoint weight in the space bound depends on the projection of the adjoint solution into the spatial finite element space.
We split the error between the time and space contributions and refine the current mesh in order to achieve
On a given time interval, this requires an iteration during which both the space mesh and time steps are refined.
3.2. Goal oriented block adaptive error control. For the purpose of developing a block adaptive algorithm, we treat adaptivity with respect to space and time in the same way. The reason is that we determine the blocks by predicting the local element sizes (or number of sub-elements) that are required in the final mesh. We create a block by grouping together a set of coarse-scale space-time slabs that are adjacent in time and satisfy some criteria, e.g. similar spatial meshes are predicted for the space-time slabs in the block or a maximal number of elements are predicted to be required in the block.
3.2.1. Choosing a global tolerance for the error bound. We want the predictions of the element sizes required in an acceptable fine scale mesh to be as accurate as possible. We recall that an acceptable mesh need only satisfy the estimate criterion (3.2) and not the more stringent bound criterion (3.4). We define the overestimation factor for a given mesh,
and the corresponding absolute tolerance for AE ,
We replace (3.4) by
Note that ATOL ≈ TOL when there is little cancelation among the element contributions and ATOL > TOL otherwise. In this way, we attempt to mitigate the inefficiency that is introduced by replacing an accurate error estimate by an inaccurate bound in decisions about mesh refinement. This approach for setting tolerances is discussed further in [16] .
Predicting refinement in space.
Given a local space-time element S = S( , n) = × [t n−1 , t n ] in the n th space-time slab that is marked for refinement, we show how to predict the number of space-time elements that are needed to meet the acceptance criterion. We assume that in the current mesh, there are N time steps and M space elements in each space-time slab, giving a total of N M space-time elements. We define a local absolute tolerance
By the Principle of Equidistribution, we adopt the goal of refining each space-time element so that the local element contribution is approximately LATOL.
Using a priori convergence analysis, see [15] , it is possible to show that there is a constant C such that
as h → 0, where p is related to the order of the finite element method in space and h is the element size. Likewise, we can show constant C such that
as k → 0, where q is related to the order of the finite element method in time.
Now suppose that an element S new in the final mesh is obtained from S old in the current mesh by refinement. We have
This yields a prediction for the new mesh size,
Recalling that d is the space dimension, this predicts that the element old should be refined into roughly
sub-elements.
Predicting refinement in time.
For refinement in time,
This predicts that the time step k old should be refined into roughly
sub-intervals.
Determining overlaps for meshes on adjacent blocks.
After the meshes for each block are determined based on the a posteriori prediction of error, we need to estimate the effects of transferring the solution between meshes on adjacent blocks. See § 4.1 for an example that illustrates this point. Recall that (2.9) provides a bound on these effects. The difficulty with using (2.9) is that we do not have the fine scale numerical solution U required for that expression until after solving on the fine scale, whereas ideally we could predict a reasonable overlap before computing the expensive fine scale solution.
We list three strategies for mitigating the possibility of projection error in our block adaptive framework.
1. There is a very simple strategy. In forming the space mesh for the block
× Ω, we guide refinement by using the maximum of the element contributions on each individual element, taking the maximum over the time intervals included in the block. We may simply include the maximum over the last time interval included in the previous block,
. We can be even more conservative by including some number of the last time steps in the maximum computation. 2. We can use gradient recovery [6] to compute an approximate solution on the fine scale mesh in each block using the solution from the last time interval contained in each block. We can then directly compute (I − P b )U for each b and evaluate (2.9). 3. We can evaluate (2.9) a posteriori by evaluating (I − P b )U using the fine scale forward solution and the coarse scale adjoint solution.
Block adaptive algorithms.
Using the development above, we present a generic block adaptive algorithm in Algorithm 3.1. We provide a detailed algorithm in Appendix A. Predict the number of space-time elements into which each current space-time element is to be divided using (3.13) and (3.16) 5: Build block discretizations by constructing meshes satisfying the requirements for groups of neighboring time steps 6: Compute the fine scale numerical solution using the block discretizations We note that the Block Adaptive Algorithm 3.1 can be iterated, so that the fine scale becomes the new coarse scale, and a new fine scale is subsequently computed. In crude terms, the block adaptive Algorithm 3.1 is analogous to the core estimatemark-refine algorithm at the heart of the generic Algorithm 1.1, but is different in the mark and refine steps. The critical step defining the block adaptive algorithm Algorithm 3.1 is the strategy used to create block discretizations. Once the blocks are identified, we can use any adaptive mesh refinement strategy for producing the actual meshes. We describe several strategies for determining block discretizations.
3.3.1. A memory-bound strategy. In the first strategy, we assume there is a target number of elements Nmax in space that is maximal in some sense, e.g., the largest number of elements that can be stored in core. We form blocks by creating a union of adjacent coarse-scale space-time slabs, one slab at a time, until the projected space mesh for the block uses Nmax elements. To create the block mesh, we use the maximum of the predicted number of elements Nelem children on each individual element (given by equation (3.13)) in the union forming the block. We illustrate in Fig. 3.2 . The parameter θ governs how often the mesh is replaced by a coarser mesh, where θ ≈ 10 works well in practice. 
A correlation strategy.
In the second strategy, we aim to choose blocks in order to use a relatively small number of elements, so Nmax may be considerably smaller than for the first algorithm. This strategy forms a block by grouping together adjacent coarse-scale space-time slabs whose predicted number of elements Nelem children are close.
In [14] , we consider the problem of detecting significant overlap of local element contributions for different computations. Following the approach there, given two vectors v, w whose coefficients are element contributions to an error estimate, we define their correlation to be c( v, w) = v · w. We say that v is significantly correlated with w if
where 0 < γ 1 , γ 2 . The first condition insures that v has a suitable large projection onto w while the second condition corrects for differences in scale between v and w (consider v w so that c( v, w) w ). We implement the new criterion for creating blocks by choosing to add the next time slab to a current block based on the correlation criterion.
3.3.3. Global strategies. In the first two strategies for creating blocks, we sweep through time. We can also use a bisection search beginning with the original large block and subdividing to find acceptable blocks. In analog to the difference between the standard global strategy for space mesh refinement to achieve the Principle of Equidistribution and the local-error control approach, the bisection search is a global strategy that can be a more efficient way to achieve equidistribution.
Computational Examples.
We apply the block adaptive algorithms to several prototypical examples in one and three space dimensions. The one dimensional examples illustrate several key points when implementing block-adaptive methods, while the three dimensional examples include a traveling wave front, a solution that undergoes time-and space-localized perturbations, and a periodic motion in a convectiondominated flow.
The forward problems and adjoint problems are solved with linear and quadratic elements in space and dG0 and cG1 in time respectively. The one dimensional examples are computed using the Matlab code ACES [25] . The three dimensional examples are performed on a hexahedral mesh using a trilinear spatial basis for the forward problem and a triquadratic basis for the adjoint. Local mesh refinement is accomplished by the use of hanging nodes where one hanging node per edge or face is allowed. Conformity of the basis is obtained by interpolation of the surrounding regular nodes. The use of an hierarchical octree-based data structure assists refinement but also allows for de-refinement when the element indicators are small. For the convection driven flow problem, SUPG is employed for both the forward and adjoint problems, with parameter
where ∆t is the time step and U is the speed of the convection field at the current time, i.e., U = ||β|| 2 in (4.5). This is not an obstacle for the block-adaptive framework, as we simply modify the theoretical convergence rate p in the computation of Nelem children in (3.13).
Example One: Projection errors between blocks.
We illustrate the necessity for addressing the effect of transferring solutions between space-time blocks with a simple one-dimensional example involving a traveling wave.
where α = 50 and f and β are chosen to give an exact solution u = tanh(α(x−t−0.2)). We solve with a coarse mesh using h = 0.1 and time step k = 0.05 from initial time 0 to final time 0.6. The quantity of interest is the average space-time error. We compute a fine scale solution using two blocks derived from the coarse scale solution. The first block, t = [0, 0.3], uses a finer spatial mesh in the region x ∈ [0.1, 0.6], while the second block uses a fine mesh in the region [0. 5, 1] , so the overlap is minimal and and the predictions for refinement areas are incorrect. Consequently, the approximate traveling wave travels too quickly. The first block solution at t = 0.3 and its projection onto the second block at t = 0.3 is displayed in Fig. 4.1 .
In Fig. 4 .1 we illustrate the a posteriori use of (2.9) to correct the projection error. Block 1 is computed using the predicted fine scale mesh. Block 2 is tested for significant projection error using (2.9) using the fine scale solution for Block 1 and the mesh for Block 2 is refined if the elementwise projection error exceeds LAT OL. We note that the overlap strategy for the projection error in §3.2.4 also works well in this particular example. it is important to insure that the coarse scale discretization is not too coarse. (This is a difference between the block adaptive approach and a standard adaptive mesh refinement, which is generally started with a very coarse mesh.) This issue is especially important for nonlinear problems since linearization is used to define the adjoint problem, which in turn provides the means to quantify the effects of cancelation and accumulation of errors.
Consider the one-dimensional nonlinear parabolic equation
We choose α to obtain the same solution as the example in § 4.1, u = tanh(α(x − t − 0.2)). The quantity of interest is the average space-time error. For the coarse discretization, we use h = 0.05 and k = 0.05. These choices provide an excellent coarse scale discretization for the linear example in § 4.1 but does not work well for the nonlinear version. We show two snapshots of the solution u in Fig. 4 .2 at t = 0.3 and t = 0.6. The wave-speed is predicted inaccurately, which leads to a poor block selection and this subsequently affects the fine scale accuracy. Using a coarse scale discretization with h = 0.1 and k = 0.1 yields inaccurate results. The poor predictions based on the coarse-scale discretization can be avoided by slightly enriching the discretization with a finer time step. We use a coarse discretiza-tion with h = 0.05 and k = 0.01 and the correlation strategy to produce blocks. The approximate solution on the adapted mesh at t = 0.45 is shown in Fig. 4.3 . 
3) where c = 75 and f is constructed to yield the exact solution
The coarse block solution u C is constructed on an 8 × 8 × 8 uniform mesh using hexahedral meshes with an initial time step of 0.1. The quantity of interest is the time average of the solution value. The memory bound strategy is used to construct the discretization blocks with AT OL = 0.000178 and Nmax=50000. Block information is given in Table 4.1. As might be expected, all of the blocks use approximately the same number of elements. We show contour plots of the solution on "slices" of some of the block meshes along the plane x = 0.5 in Fig. 4 strategies when solving an equation with source terms that are localized in space and time. The governing equation on the unit cube Ω is We use a coarse discretization consisting of an 8 × 8 × 8 uniform hexahedral mesh and time step of 0.1. With AT OL = 0.00010044 and Nmax = 50000 we show the block information for the memory bound and correlation strategies respectively in Table 4 The correlation strategy chooses many more blocks, but many of the blocks have very low numbers of elements.
We show planar slices near x 1 and x 2 of the meshes for Blocks 1 and 3 in Fig. 4 .5. For comparison, we show planar slices perpendicular to the x-axis near x 1 and x 2 of the meshes for blocks constructed using the two strategies in Fig. 4 .6. Both strategies result in similar meshes near x 2 at time t = 10. However at t = 8.8, the correlation strategy leads to coarse meshes that are not produced by the memory bound strategy. The mesh resulting from the memory bound strategy retains the refinement resulting from the earlier perturbation near x 1 at t = 1. ) . The quantity of interest is the time average value. The coarse discretization used 4913 vertices and at time step of 0.01. The blocks constructed by the memory-bound strategy using AT OL = 0.00044 and Nmax=50000 are described in Table 4 .4. We provide "slices" through the mesh that are perpendicular to the x-axis at x = 0.5 for four representative times in Fig. 4 .7.
5. Conclusions. In this paper, we consider adaptive algorithms for evolution problems that use a sequence of "blocks" in time which employ fixed, non-uniform space meshes. Blockwise adaptive algorithms provide a way to balance the goal of achieving desired accuracy using discretizations with relatively few degrees of freedom with the computational overhead associated with load balancing, re-meshing, matrix reassembly and error estimation. Block adaptive algorithms achieve this balance by minimizing the number of mesh changes. However, a major issue is determining block discretizations from coarse scale solution information that achieve the desired accuracy and efficiency. We describe several strategies to achieve this goal using adjoint-based a posteriori error estimates. We demonstrate the behavior of the proposed algorithms as well as several technical issues in a set of examples.
